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EDITOR’S LETTER
I’ve acknowledged being a movie buff in several of my letters, but for the first time I have to admit
I might be addicted to a movie; I just can’t stop watching Get Out. It’s not a film for everyone—
especially the audience reading this magazine. First, it’s a horror movie. Secondly, it earns its R
rating with language alone. Third, the comedic moments, though a welcome break in the intensity
for horror-movie aficionados, are decidedly crass. However, whatever else it might be to the viewer,
this film is a brilliant social commentary on the state of race relations in our country.
Jordan Peele, the writer and director, explained to the Sundance audience that he chose the generic
Northern setting quite purposely, saying, “It was important to me for this movie not to be about
this black guy going to the South, to a red state, where the presumption for a lot of people is that
everybody’s racist there. This was really meant to take a stab at the liberal elite that tends to believe
that they’re–we’re–above these things.” Peele wanted to dissect the subtle “benevolent” forms of
racism that he believes non-Southerners often don’t recognize as being just as destructive to the
African-American psyche.
Having never made it past Alabama when I moved away from my home state of Mississippi, as
we Southerners tend to stick close to our families, I have witnessed acts of racism for most of my
life. I kept telling myself that we were progressing in the South every year, but in the public school
where I taught for my first job in the 90s, I gradually learned—to my dismay and disgust—that
many of my white co-workers were bigots, in a school whose student body was completely AfricanAmerican. Ironically, there is a bright side to these blatant displays of discrimination, as this
month’s professor, Dr. Otis Pickett of Mississippi College and a newcomer to Mississippi, pointed
out: There is a tremendous advantage to tackling race issues in the South because people are
generally not in denial about what we are fighting.
Pickett calls Mississippi the “ground zero” for race relations; in fact, Meridian, MS, was sued by
the Department of Justice in 2012 for creating a “school-to-prison pipeline,” what the ACLU
calls a “disturbing national trend wherein children are funneled out of public schools and into
the juvenile and criminal justice systems.” This systemic form of racism isolates and punishes
students with histories of poverty, neglect, and abuse, with “zero-tolerance” policies—pushing
them out of the educational system for minor school infractions (i.e. disrespecting a teacher or
dress code violations). The result is that students are being led from classrooms in handcuffs by
cops assigned to schools. The ACLU also notes that students of color are especially vulnerable to this
discriminatory form of discipline.
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However, Dr. Pickett and his colleagues at Mississippi College and University of Mississippi
are fighting back, creating a “prison-to-college pipeline,” where they have designed a space for
incarcerated men and women to have opportunities to learn and grow, and for scholars to continue
recognizing and working against systems of institutionalized racism, oppression, and marginalization that have long punished people of color.
In short, though the South is often depicted on the national stage as the region where the worst
racists are localized and contained, that’s simply a false narrative. Though racism is not just a
problem for the South, I think Pickett is right about my home state having an advantage in terms of
eradicating systems of injustice: Mississippi is not afraid to confront its history, nor are its citizens
unwilling to acknowledge injustice and push back, defiantly and passionately, to create change.
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Dr. Otis Pickett of Mississippi College has long held both a
love of history and a desire to serve. With a doctoral degree in
history from the University of Mississippi and a master’s degree
in theological studies from Missouri’s Covenant Theological
Seminary, Pickett found a way to combine his passions and push
back against the School-to-Prison Pipeline by joining forces with
other educators and institutions to foster a Prison-to-College
Pipeline in Mississippi.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

by Rachel Clevenger

Mississippi College and the Prison-to-College Pipeline
Ground Zero of Race Relations
Several years ago, Pickett accepted a faculty
position at the University of Mississippi.
“Coming to Mississippi has been a breath of
fresh air for me,” Pickett notes, “People don’t
think to look at Mississippi as an example
for how to pursue racial reconciliation, racial
unity, and how to collectively process race,”
but Mississippi has been dealing with issues
of race on a daily basis. Much like Silicon
Valley was the ground zero for technological
advances, he explains, Mississippi might be
viewed as the ground zero for race relations.
Even if he couldn’t affect dramatic, sweeping
changes at a policy level, he felt a strong sense
of responsibility to do something.
At the new faculty orientation in his first
position as a Clinical Assistant Professor
with the University of Mississippi—Tupelo
Campus, he met Dr. Patrick Alexander, an
Assistant Professor of English and African
American Studies. Coming from Duke and
having tutored students in a program called
Stepping Stones, Alexander had experience
with college-prep courses at North Carolina’s
Orange Correctional Center, and Pickett was
immediately drawn to the concept of applying
both his teaching skills and his ministry to
work with incarcerated learners. When they
8 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

joined forces, their vision was a college-level
course designed for people who had finished
high school or earned their GEDs. Incarcerated learners enrolled in the course would
be given the opportunities to take college
courses and prove to everyone that they were
capable of competing at the college level.
Pickett and Alexander presented the College
of Liberal Arts at the University of Mississippi
with the Prison-to-College Pipeline program,
earning a grant to implement the pilot
program at Mississippi State Penitentiary, also
known as Parchman Farm.
In June of 2014, the pilot course launched
at Parchman. The first step was an interest
inventory for students, so Pickett and
Alexander could design a course with
material that students were most interested
in learning. Pickett notes that he wanted
to “listen to the desires of the incarcerated
learner,” and he tailored the curriculum to
their interests. Keeping track of students
from the early courses will be the next step,
as Pickett is focused on reducing recidivism,
and following the next steps for these students
to see if they go on to college and continue
to view themselves as scholars. From a purely
financial point of view, Pickett notes that
the state would save hundreds of thousands

of dollars a year if every student who had
been through the program never returned
to a life behind bars. Soon after the pilot
course, Pickett joined the faculty at Mississippi College, where his continuation in the
program was actively encouraged by MC’s
president, Dr. Lee Royce, and other administrators and faculty.

The Lord Keeps Opening Doors
“Coming to Mississippi,” Pickett adds, “the
Lord just opened the doors.” Now, Pickett
is recruiting faculty members to help cover
the prisoners’ burgeoning academic interests,
teaming up to co-teach classes with his
colleagues from other departments who are
keenly aware of the racial issues connected to
mass incarceration. Pickett adds, “In small,
private colleges, pretty much everybody’s
field has something to do with this.” He also
continues to partner with faculty outside of
Mississippi College.
Dr. Stephanie Rolph of Mississippi’s
Milsaps College wanted to teach incarcerated
women who have been underserved in the
prison education efforts, so she teamed up
with Pickett to add that initiative to the
program. Rolph notes that Pickett is not only
incredibly generous as a colleague, but she
pupnmag.com
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believes he has “a heart for education as a
critical bridge for social justice, not just for
our liberated, traditional students, but for
men and women who have little to no access
to our institutions.”
Pickett has been especially grateful
for President Royce’s enthusiasm for this
project. Royce explains that when Pickett
first approached him about the program
that he was impressed with his commitment
and passion for the work and with all he
had accomplished while paired with his
University of Mississippi colleague. Royce
adds, “I wanted to support him in this
project to bring college courses to those in
prison so we set aside any of the usual tuition
and fee expenses.”
As the program has grown over the last
three years, Royce states that Pickett has
shared with him “some of the excitement,
pride, and delight that inmates express when
given the opportunity to take a history course
and to write about the topic and about their
own experiences.” Now that their program
has created a state first, in offering college
courses in a women’s prison, Royce hopes
pupnmag.com

“It was deeply moving to witness that graduation ceremony. It was the
fruit of hard work and commitment on their part, but also due to the care
of professors like Dr. Otis Pickett who respected them, believed in them,
wanted to teach them and desired to see them succeed. It is a wonderful
program that honors the dignity of incarcerated students and believes
that redemption is possible even amidst difficult circumstances.”

— DR. PATRICK CONNELLY

Pickett will continue pressing forward, so
they can continue expanding the program
over the upcoming years.

MC Sends Clear Message:
Redemption is Possible
In addition to the financial support of the
college and the encouragement of MC’s
leader, Pickett adds that several department
heads and deans have come to the gradu-

ation ceremonies at the prison, and many
of his faculty colleagues have demonstrated
their encouragement for the project and the
incarcerated men and women. MC Dean
of the School of Humanities and Social
Sciences Dr. Jonathan Randle adds that
The Prison-to-College Pipeline program is
only one of the initiatives that Pickett has
taken on—whether through the college,
his church, or on his own time; what all
JUNE 2017 9

Spotlight continued

the initiatives share, Randle adds, is that
they “reflect his heart for reconciliation,
ministry, and justice.” Randle believes the
program offers an innovative way for faculty
to combine their vocations with the Gospels’
call to “visit those in prison, to minister to
the marginalized and neglected, and to love
others in Christ.”
Soon after he arrived at MC in summer
of 2016, Dr. Patrick L. Connelly, Associate
Professor of History and Chair of Department
of History & Political Science, attended the
graduation ceremony for the women of the
Central Mississippi Correctional Facility.
After seeing Pickett’s passion behind the
program as well as his commitment to the
well-being of the incarcerated students,
Connelly shares, “It was deeply moving to
witness that graduation ceremony. I will never
forget seeing those women take such deserved
pride in their accomplishment. It was the
fruit of hard work and commitment on their
part, but also due to the care of professors
like Otis who respected them, believed in
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them, wanted to teach them and desired to see
them succeed. It is a wonderful program that
honors the dignity of incarcerated students
and believes that redemption is possible even
amidst difficult circumstances.”
MC student Alexis Smith, who graduated
this past month, was delighted to serve as
a graduate assistant in the first class in the
state’s history where incarcerated women
earned college credit. As his student, Smith
was drawn to Pickett’s boundless enthusiasm
for the project and moved by the way he kept
focusing on “how much it was a blessing to
him,” even more than what he could offer to
the incarcerated men. She also admired how
devoted he is, on a deep and personal level, to
the men and women he encounters.
Smith notes, “You don’t even know what the
benefits will be in the future,” so you are really
“going in blind,” prepared to help however you
can help. While she saw the purpose for the
students who could earn up to twelve hours
in college credit as they were preparing to live
a life outside of the prison, she was initially

pupnmag.com

Dr. Otis Pickett has “a heart for education as a critical bridge for social
justice, not just for our liberated, traditional students, but for men and
women who have little to no access to our institutions.”
— DR. STEPHANIE ROLPH, MILSAPS COLLEGE

surprised to learn the classes were also offered
to women with no chance at parole. She
remembers wondering if that would be time,
money, and energy best served.
Early in the work, however, Smith realized
that the classes were creating a stronger
community within the prison where education
was improving the person, then the community,
then the system, and so on—with inmates
learning more about handling conflict and
applying life skills to challenges they faced
each day. Additionally, Smith, who has now
become an instructor for the Prison-to-College
Pipeline and will teach her first course this
summer at Central Mississippi Correctional

Facility, explains that these courses belong to
those who may never leave prison as well—
because MC’s commitment tells them quite
clearly, “You are still valuable, and you can live
out the dreams you had. You can still make a
change in the world.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James
Clevenger, editor of PUPN MAG, earned her
B.A and M.Ed. degrees from Mississippi College.
After finishing her PhD in Composition and
Rhetoric, she taught and served as the University
Writing Center Director for Birmingham Southern
College and University of Alabama at Birmingham.
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TEACHING AND TECHNOLOGY

By Keith Yanke

Make the Dream Work:
Key Features for a Collaboration Platform
When higher-education institutions invest in new
methods to support students and faculty, they
require tools that create competitive advantages
and efficiencies without making any sacrifices in
terms of their students' ability to learn.
12 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

One such tool is collaboration technology, which Gartner identified in 2016 as one of
the top 10 strategic technologies it recommends for the higher education sector: “The
need to find people and ideas and communicate and collaborate on a global scale
has always been fundamental to the higher education community. Collaboration
technology is a sweeping definition of technology that facilitates research, education
and outreach effectiveness for a team. It is certainly not a new trend or capability.
However, it has increasing importance in a globalized online education ecosystem
where many team members are geographically scattered.”
pupnmag.com

Collaboration technologies support group
work in classrooms, huddle spaces and media
centers, as well as distance education, allowing
students to work together more easily, in
real time and from anywhere. Solutions have
uses outside the classroom as well, allowing
instructors and administrators to collaborate
on lesson plans, curriculum, strategic planning
and more.
However, challenges remain with the process
of a team working together to edit documents,
hash out ideas and brainstorm solutions to
solve complex problems in real time. When
team members can use their own devices to
offer input, the process becomes easier. But
supporting a mix of devices and platforms in one
collaborative space is problematic—and what if
some team members aren’t in the same location?
Many new collaboration platforms mitigate
these problems, however—but it’s important to
know exactly what to look for in a technology.

11 Important Features
for a Collaboration Tool
Imagine a brainstorming session in which
every team member could be engaged simultaneously—seamlessly sharing their thoughts,

problems and improvements in the form of
documents, videos, graphics and just about
any other format of digital data imaginable.
This is the new reality collaboration solutions
allow – but there are a variety of options on the
market, and what works for one university or
college may not work for another.
While it’s critical to find the right fit for
the institution’s specific culture, several key
characteristics of a collaboration solution will
ensure it is best equipped to help students and
teachers succeed:
1. Supports multiple devices: Many
universities (and workplaces) have implemented a bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
culture, making it essential to have a collaboration platform that lets students work off any
device they want, no matter the ecosystem.
A solution centered around a single platform
means only devices of that platform can
interact, which limits how effective students
and teachers can be. Sharing content like
standard-format (PDF, PowerPoint, .jpeg, etc.)
files, documents and presentations and from
any platform should be as easy as passing a
piece of paper.

2. Supports distance learning: Collaborators should be able to work with each other
in the same room—but they also should be
able to work with colleagues across the globe.
Many schools have study abroad or adjunct
programs in other countries, and the ability to
collaborate across thousands of miles allows
group work even when not everyone is in
the same time zone. A solution should allow
real-time simultaneous collaboration, so group
members don’t have to email work back and
forth, and each user can see what everyone else
is seeing.
This will serve not just students, but also
educators, who can participate in training
and professional development sessions from
anywhere.
3. Has video conferencing capabilities:
A solution that supports both software-based
video conferencing services like Skype as well
as hardware-based systems like Cisco facilitates
distance learning as well as standard video
conferencing. Users can see and interact with
each other as they are drawing, updating and
sharing content.
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Teaching and Technology continued

4. Offers built-in apps as well as
downloads: Many solutions offer apps built
right into the platform software that allow
users to take notes, draw, pull up websites,
create PDFs, print and more. The types of
apps important to an individual university will
vary, but it can be helpful to have at least a few
options so that apps don’t need to be purchased
separately. Many solutions allow apps to be
downloaded to the platform software as well.
5. Has touch control: Instead of having to
walk back and forth between the device and
the collaboration hub, a device with touch
control allows a student or teacher to use the
platform hub to control a computer or device,
and vice versa. This means the platform won’t
need additional software installed to work
with devices; users can drag and drop media
files from computers to the platform for more
seamless interaction.
6. Allows wireless device mirroring/
screen sharing: This will allow users to
connect wirelessly and stream content from
their own devices to the shared screen live, in
real time, and lets them use their own devices as
presentation tools on the screen.

14 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

This is another option that creates convenience, as users don’t need to transfer files
or even get up from their seats to show their
content on the screen. As each person makes
notes, annotates text or sketches ideas, using his
or her own device, the changes appear live on
the shared display—and more than one device
should be able to connect at a time.

9. Has an intuitive design: Users should be
able to easily learn the platform and its capabilities without a lot of training—this feature
can be determined by taking the platform on
a “trial run” to see how it works. Even new users
shouldn’t need too much time to figure things
out, to have an “instant on” experience when
using the platform.

7. Allows sessions to be recorded: Even
the ability to collaborate across time zones
doesn’t mean every group member will be able
to participate in every session; other obligations (sick days, outside appointments, etc.)
might limit participation in some instances. A
platform with the ability to record a session,
save it to the cloud and email it to others for
review provides flexibility for users who can’t
attend a certain session.

10. Offers an expandable work surface:
While a university might select one single type
of collaboration tool across the board, each
classroom, conference room and meeting room
may have a different type and size of screen in
it, so it can be important to find a platform with
an expandable work surface that allows users to
zoom in and out, and change the canvas aspect.
Expandable work surfaces mean users are not
limited to a standard 16-by-9 ratio, no matter
what size screen they’re working off.

8. Has multiple storage options: Users
should be able to load and unload content
from thumb drives, other devices, the web or
the cloud, from any type of operating system
and for multiple types of content formats,
to cut down on time moving files around to
compatible devices.

11. Allows content consolidation: Even
though many users might be working off their
own devices, it can be handy to have a way to
bundle or consolidate all collaborations into a
single workflow that can be viewed on the screen.
Not all these options come standard in every
type of collaboration platform—and not every

pupnmag.com

school will need all of these options right now.
However, it’s important to find a platform that not
only meets current needs, but also can scale up if
necessary. With every solution, educators must ask:
How does this solution work in this environment?
How does it help us meet our goals? How might it
help meet future goals?

New Education Possibilities
The ability to work well with others to make
decisions and solve problems is an increasingly
valued skill among employers. In addition, social
learning theory suggests there are benefits to
student collaboration: The work that students can
produce together is much more sophisticated than
what they can produce by themselves.
With collaboration tools, educators can move
beyond traditional sit-and-listen lectures to active
approaches to learning, driving engagement for
students and providing them with real-world skills
that they can use long after graduation.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Keith Yanke is Sr. Director,
Product Marketing, at NEC Display Solutions.
Yanke can be reached at keithyanke@necdisplay.com.
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Flotex® provides superior performance at a major Big 10 University

Since opening in the Fall of 2007, the resident hall at one of the nation’s largest universities has been a lively hub
of activity, providing breakfast, lunch and dinner to approximately 5,000 students every day. Careful consideration of flooring products was given during the renovation of this high-traffic facility, which is also home to the
school’s arts and humanities college.
Long-term durability, ease of maintenance, and superior resistance to
spills and stains were key factors in the selection of Flotex flooring for
the dining hall area and classrooms. Dirt and spills are cleaned daily
with simple vacuuming and spot cleaning, while a weekly wet clean
keeps the flooring looking new. No cleaners are used, only 03 water,
which is made by running water though a special filter on campus.
This process eliminates the need for chemical cleaning products
and “costs pennies to clean,” according to the university’s Facilities
Manager.

“We haven’t come across a stain that could not be removed
from Flotex.” - Resident Hall Maintenance Team

Since it’s opening, two floods in the facility put Flotex to the test. One
event occurred in a classroom after a sprinkler head broke, allowing
2,000 gallons of water to spill on the Flotex tile within a span of 2
hours. Fortunately, Flotex is 100% waterproof, and the maintenance
team was quickly able to extract the water and reopen the classroom
with no down time. According to the Facilities Manager, the flooring
was dry almost immediately after cleaning and the classroom “could
have been used within minutes after the water extraction.”

A second flood occurred in the dining
hall in 2009, when a 6” condensation
pipe drain backed up, pouring 200
gallons of water onto the Flotex, sitting
for 2 hours until the water was extracted.
During this time, the dining hall was
never shut down and only required a
small area to be zoned off while the
water was cleaned up.
The resident hall maintenance team
have found Flotex to be a durable, easy
to clean solution for their facility, noting
“if we had used carpet in the dining hall,
it would have already been ripped up
and redone by now.” Traditional carpet
installed in other areas of the campus require staff to continually
clean stains from the floor that resurface only a few days after cleaning. However, when it comes Flotex, the maintenance team agrees
that they “haven’t come across a stain that they could not remove”
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the LED indicator provides customized indication
for egress routes, notifications and managing
traffic conditions.
Concealed Placement Speaker
A fully integrated speaker within each multi-media
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ambient music, pre-recorded announcements,
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Digital Signage
The digital banner is a 2-sided LED display that
provides street level visual communication.
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for better traffic management.

Sternberg Lighting offers Intellistreets

TM

IntellistreetsTM is a flexible wireless solution for integrating energy efficient
lighting, audio, digital signage and more into your campus or sporting venue.
Today, forward thinking campus planners are harvesting advancements in sensor miniaturization,
and combining them with recent advancements in solid state lighting and wireless control systems.
Whereas a light pole in the past was just that - a means to simply support and energize a light fixture
- today it is recognized as a far more valuable asset to the university. That singular structure can
include not only an energy efficient LED light fixture capable of adaptive light levels and wireless
internet-based control, but also house a robust speaker, LED messaging system, and two-way
communication with campus security. That same pole can integrate seismic, atmospheric, gunshot,
or water sensors. It can house a relatively small camera capable of recording daytime HD images
and video, or utilizing infrared technology, allowing it to ‘see’ and record in shadows and behind
foliage where a normal camera cannot. Sternberg Lighting offers these solutions with it’s IntellistreetsTM
integration system, available in a wide variety of decorative fixtures and poles.

Dynamic Lighting
Wireless control of color changing lights facilitates
the transformation of an ordinary space for a
special event without additional equipment.
Emergency Call Station
The emergency call station is a communication
device designed for the public to easily call for
help. Available as a stand-alone unit or mounted to
a pole, utilizing the Intellistreets audio notifications
and alert indicator lights.
Image Sensors
180 degree image sensors are concealed and offer
a unique method of gauging pedestrian traffic,
providing accurate data by the minute, hour or day.
This is a powerful tool for tenants, landlords and
public safety officials.
Environmental Sensors
Environmental sensors can detect and report
the presence of water, wind, heat, and lethal gas.

EXTERIOR LIGHTING

Visit www.sternberglighting.com
for more information.

MAKE THE

SWITCH
TO THE MAT THAT

STICKS
RENTAL RUGS

Crappy. Dangerous.

GRIPPY FLOOR MAT
Safe. Attractive.

Rental rugs sliding all over the place? Trips and falls are waiting to happen. We’ve got a
whole NEW solution to share with you. One that never shifts, ripples or flips over.
It’s not magic — it’s our super-safe, adhesive-backed Grippy Mat.
Only from New Pig and our fine distribution partners.

GRIPPY FLOOR MAT
NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

Switch today with a special offer at grippymat.com or call 1-800-HOT-HOGS

354348_GRP_PUPN_FullPgAd.indd 1
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GET A
GRIP

ON YOUR
FLOOR
SAFETY

PIG Grippy Floor Mat, the world’s first adhesive-backed
mat, is the new solution to costly slips, trips and falls.
that efficiently captures dirt, grime and moisture,
and a proprietary adhesive layer that keeps it
in place.
PIG Grippy Floor Mat (patent pending), stays
perfectly flat to drastically reduce slips, trips
and falls. It never shifts out of position so no
time is wasted adjusting it. Only PIG Grippy Mat
rolls out to the perfect length and can be
cut to size for adequate walk-off coverage
anywhere it’s needed. The tough, absorbent
top retains traction and lasts up to three
months between changeouts. And unlike rubberbacked mats, it can be cleaned along with
the rest of the floor using a vacuum, mop or
scrubber. Grippy Mat also costs 50% less than
rental contracts, and reduces labor expenses
and liability claims.
With PIG Grippy Floor Mat, every facility can stop
hassling with mats that shift, ripple and flip over
and start enjoying safer floors.
Visit GrippyMat.com or call 1-800-HOT-HOGS
for more information.

FLOORING SAFETY

Every year, slips, trips and falls send five million
people to the emergency room with sprains,
strains, bruises and breaks. According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, slips and falls are the
number one cause of workplace injuries, with over
197,000 reported in 2015. The National Safety
Council estimates the annual cost — including
lost wages and productivity, medical and
uninsured employer expenses — at over
$200 billion.
High risk, low priority.
New Pig, the leader in keeping workplaces
clean and safe since 1985, recently surveyed
professionals involved in floor safety to find out
how they deal with slips, trips and falls in their
facilities. Just 39% considered fall prevention a
top priority; 42% confirmed at least one fall in
the past year and 5% had more than five falls.
And while 92% said they place floor mats

in entrances, they often overlook potentially
dangerous locations such as employee and
customer walkways, kitchens, restrooms,
frequent spill areas and loading docks.
Old solutions don’t work.
Aside from yellow caution signs, the standard for
keeping floors safe has been the use of rubberbacked, carpeted mats that don’t really work
because they shift, ripple and flip over, catch
in cart wheels and jam under doors — all trip
hazards. Because the rubber backing doesn’t
adhere to the floor, they rely on weight to keep
them in place. At around eight ounces per square
foot, they’re a pain to carry and adjust but light
enough to kick out of position.
Meet the next generation floor mat.
New Pig has introduced a new breed of floor mat:
the adhesive-backed mat. This high-tech mat
is constructed with both a durable, absorbent top

The results are in.
Starline Plug-In Raceway enables labs to easily expand power.
Starline Plug-In Raceway gives you the power to meet the ever-changing needs of your
hospital or lab by allowing you to easily expand, reconfigure or relocate power. Our
pre-assembled modules simply snap into place along the backplane of the raceway
wherever a connection to power is required. And not only does Plug-In Raceway
install quickly, but there is no need to call in an electrician to expand power, which
will lower future maintenance costs. To learn more, visit starlinepower.com/raceway.

Starline helps Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory plan
ahead for future facility

Unfortunately, using traditional power
methods often results in outlets that are
hard wired in place. Not only do these
inhibit layout changes, but in most
cases they also lead to expensive

With flexibility being a major concern
for PPPL’s new lab space, it needed a
customizable power system that could
grow and change with its research
needs. Plug-In Raceway and Track
Busway were chosen as its products
of choice due to the systems flexibility
and ease of installation and future
modifications.

Result
By choosing Starline for its power
distribution, PPPL ensured its access
to power would never be an obstacle
to the laboratory’s future arrangements.
The Laboratory of Nano Synthesis will
be able to accommodate whatever
equipment layout is most efficient for its
Research, without any costly electrical
modifications.
When asked about the final results
of the project in regard to Starline,
Shaw stated “the outcome provided
a comprehensive, flexible electrical
solution of which modifications will be
easier and faster. I would absolutely
recommend Starline for a similar
project.”

flexible solution at a modest cost
premium saves much more in future
modifications,” said Shaw.
Plug-In Raceway comes with a
prewired backplane and takes

www.starlinepower.com/raceway

POWER DISTRIBUTION IN LAB DESIGN

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
rewiring work in the future that wastes
(PPPL) in Princeton, New Jersey
valuable resources and time.
is a collaborative national center
for fusion energy research. Funded
“The objective for the electrical
by the Department of Energy, the
design in the new lab space was to
laboratory advances the coupled fields
incorporate infrastructure flexibility for
of fusion energy and plasma physics
the changing environment of plasma
research, and, with collaborators, is
research,” said Power Engineer Craig
developing the scientific
Shaw with PPPL.
understanding and key
The objective
innovations needed
for the electrical With flexibility being
to realize fusion as an
a major concern,
design
in
the
new
energy source for the
PPPL needed a
lab space was
world.
power distribution
system that would
to incorporate
In 2015, in order to
grow with its space,
infrastructure
continue expanding
as opposed to being
flexibility for
its plasma research
a main obstacle for
future innovation.
for the production of
the changing
nano particles, PPPL
environment of
Solution
embarked on a project
plasma
PPPL ultimately
to design a brand new
research.
chose Starline
Laboratory of Nano
Plug-In Raceway
Synthesis.
- Craig Shaw,
and Track Busway
Problem
Power Engineer
as the power
When planning its new
distribution systems for its
PPPL
laboratory space, PPPL’s
new Laboratory of Nano
designing engineers
Synthesis. With Starline,
recognized that science is constantly
PPPL is able to arrange its electrical
evolving and imposes continuous
outlets based upon the needs of its
changes in the facility infrastructure.
workspace, instead of arranging its
In order to accommodate these future
workspace around the electrical outlets.
changes, the lab had to have a modern
design that would be able to adapt to
“Cost is always a factor, however,
future, various layouts.
providing a well-engineered,

approximately one third less time
to install than similar products. The
backplane can then be covered by an
assortment of snap-on cover pieces
and plug-in modules that can be
rearranged for convenient access to
power. Starline Track Busway is an
overhead power distribution system
that has a continuous access slot
to plug into power. Available with a
versatile selection of plug-in units,
the busway gives PPPL the ability to
access power when and where they
need it.
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PPPL selects Starline Plug-In Raceway
& Track Busway as power distribution
solution for new laboratory

Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Size: 1/4”
Sizes: 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”,
2-1/2”, 3”, 4”

800-537-4160 (toll free)
www.lakeside-fasteners.com

T17 WOOD-XTM

NOA#15-0423.02

Fastener Dia.: #10
Threads: 14 per inch
Innovation: Reinforced
Flute under fastener head
H-LowTM Threads
Cut Point: Type-17
Coating System: L3 Dura ProtecTM

LCF Standard 1/4 Nutsetter

T17 MASTERGRIPTM

Fastener Dia.: #14
Head Size: 5/16”
Threads: 10 per inch
Innovation: T17 Cut Point
Coating System: L3 Dura ProtecTM

LCF EZ 1/4 Nutsetter

ZMAXTM Fastener

Threads: 14 per inch
Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Size: 5/16”
Sizes: 1”, 1 1/2”, 2”, 2.5”, 3”
Innovation: HWH Head no Red Rust

Fastener Dia.: #14
Head Size: 5/16”
Sizes: 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”,
2-1/2”, 3”

Rivets

Stainless Steel

Fastener Dia.: #12
Head Size: 1/4” & 5/16”
Sizes: 3/4”
Special: 1”, 1-1/2”

STITCH

Sizes: 1/2”& 3/4”

Rivets

Stainless Steel

• Stock 40 Standard Colors!
• 300 Stainless Steel!

Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Size: 5/16”
Size: 1”, 1 1/2”, 2”
2 1/2”, 3”

• Forged ZAMAK
Alloy Head!

• H-LowTM
Threads for
Max Holding
Power!

Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Size: 1/4”
Innovation: Stainless HWH
Sizes: 1”, 1-1/2” & 2”

• Concealed Washer
• Concealed
Washer!

• H-LowTM
Threads for
Max Holding
Power!
Stainless
• ¼ HWH Long-Life Head!
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Powder
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Wet
Paint
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Fastener Diameter: #12
Threads: 14 per inch
Innovation: Penetrates 12 Ga. and
14 Ga. Steel
Material: C1022
Washer: EPDM
Coating System: L3 Dura ProtecTM

Fastener Dia.: #12
Head Size: 5/16”
Sizes: 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 2-1/2”

SD PRO-TEKTM

Available with & without washers!

Fastener Diameter: #12
Threads: 14 per inch
Innovation: Penetrates 12 Ga. and
14 Ga. Steel
Material: C1022
Washer: EPDM
Coating System: L3 Dura ProtecTM
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STEEL-XTM

PRO CLIPLOKTM
Pancakes /Wafers

Threads: 12 per in. / SD: 16 per in.
Innovation: Reinforced Flute under
fastener head
Cut Point: Type-17/Self Driller #3
Material: C1022

LCF 5/16 Nutsetter Available

PRO CLIPLOKTM
Button Truss/Lath

Fastener Dia.: #12
Head Size: 5/16”
Sizes: 3/4”, 7/8" LAP, 1”, 1-1/4”,
1-1/2”, 2”

Threads: 14 per inch
Innovation: Reinforced Flute under
H-LowTM Threads
Cut Point: Type-17
Material: C1022

Now In
Stock!

LCF TOOL LINE
LCF #2 Phillips Driver

Pancakes

Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Type:
#2 Square Drive

Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Type:
#2 Mod. Phil. Combo

Wafers/X-treme Lo

Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Type:
#2 Square Drive

LCF #2 Square Driver

LCF #2 Mod. Phillips Combo Driver

To purchase contact us at:

www.lakeside-fasteners.com
pupnmag.com

All Sizes: 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”

Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Type:
#2 Mod. Phil. Combo

7/8” LAP

Button Truss/Lath
Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Type:
#2 Phillips

FASTENER & FOAM SOLUTIONS

Threads: 16 per inch
Fastener Dia.: #10
Head Size: 1/4”
Sizes: 1”, 1 1/2”, 2”, 2 1/2”, 3”
Innovation: Penetrates
through 29 ga. Steel

Tapered
Point
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Life in the fast lane

A N T I W AV E P O O L P R O D U C T S
www.antiwave.com | antiwaveinfo@antiwave.com | 866-736-2183 | 940-466-3088

SWIM LANE LINES

Teaching & Mentoring
T WO G E N E R AT I O N S
by Lisa Schmidt

Two Generations continued

Generational theorists suggest that we currently
have two generations in today’s classrooms;
the Millennial Generation and Generation Z.
Millennials are also referred to as Generation
Y, the demographic cohort following Generation X. Researchers tend to use the mid-1980s
as starting birth years and the early 2000s as
ending birth years to describe Millennials.
According to the Pew Research Center, as of
2016 the Millennial generation surpassed the
Baby Boomer generation in size in the US.
Generation Z, sometimes known as PostMillennials or the iGeneration, is the group
of individuals born after the Millennials.
They are typically seen as being born around
2003 and later, with little consensus regarding
ending birth years.

A Glimpse into Student Preferences
for Learning Spaces and Pedagogies
Today’s classrooms are populated by Millennial
and Gen Z students. While they share many
characteristics, their unique skills and life
experiences shape them. The heroes they
hold in high esteem are also different, which
allows us a glimpse into their preferences
regarding learning spaces and pedagogies.
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The Millennial generation grew up in the
fantasy world of Harry Potter and his magical
friends. As a refresher, Harry Potter is the lead
character in a series of widely popular Young
Adult novels published from 1997-2007. The
blockbuster movies followed, with release dates
spanning 2001 through 2011. The focus of the
novels is Harry, a wizard who was orphaned
at a young age, and his friends. They attend
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry,
a type of boarding school for magical folk.
The main story arc concerns Harry’s struggle
against Lord Voldemort, a dark wizard who
intends to become immortal, and overthrow
the governing body of the wizard world. Harry
was orphaned at the age of one, when Voldemort
murders his parents and attempts to kill
him also. Protected by the love of his mother,
Harry does not die but instead becomes the
one who must defeat Voldemort and save the
magical world.

grief, and struggle for power in the books
resonate with a generation who came of age
during the War on America and the economic
and societal outfall. However, in spite of the
turbulence on the world stage during their
childhood, members of the Millennial generation are optimistic, just as young Potter was
throughout the seven-book series.
Like Harry, who was characterized as the
savior of the Wizardry World, the members
of the Millennial generation were raised
to be viewed as special. Their omnipresent
“helicopter” parents ensured that their
opinions were heard, and that they participated in an overwhelming amount of
extracurricular activities where every participant received a ribbon. Millennials have
been described as the first generation to be
overscheduled.

Millennials and Classroom Magic

However, members of the following generation,
Generation Z, have embraced the darker, more
serious universe of The Hunger Games
trilogy of novels. The best-selling books were
published between 2008 and 2010, with the

Harry Potter faced the evil of Lord Voldemort
and the Death Eaters, while Millennials grew
up in the shadow of 9/11 and its aftermath.
Researchers suggest that the themes of loss,

Generation Z Encounters
a More Serious Universe

pupnmag.com

Two Generations continued

movies hitting the big screen from 2012 through
2015. The story focuses on Katniss Everdeen, who
lives in a dystopian world where North America
has been divided into 12 districts, collectively
known as Panem.
The districts are controlled by an oppressive
government known as The Capitol. The hunger
and deprivation rampant in the districts is in sharp
contrast to the glittering, opulent Capitol. Each
year, The Capitol requires the districts to choose
two tributes (a boy and a girl between the ages of 12
and 18) to fight to the death in the Hunger Games.
On live television, the teen tributes are released
into an arena and expected to kill their peers to
survive. When the name of Katniss’ younger sister
is drawn to serve as tribute, Katniss takes her place.
The story encompasses the Hunger Games and the
subsequent rebellion which is led by Katniss.

Reaching Students
Raised in a Post-9/11 World
Raised in a post-9/11 world marred by Global
Terrorism, mass school shootings and the Great
Recession, Generation Z has witnessed government
revolutions, climate change, and a growing
suspicion of authority figures. Researchers and
educators have reported members of Gen Z as
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Two Generations continued

being more pragmatic than Millennials,
possibly more jaded due to the tough
economy, terrorism, and growing disparity
between socio-economic classes.
In The Hunger Games, Katniss relies on her
wits and her knack for fashioning weapons
to stay alive. Perhaps inspired by this, the
members of Gen Z are increasingly embracing
a culture of “making.” Providing spots such
as Makerspaces, which are designed to
allow students to tinker, design, and invent,
can resonate with these students. Many are
experiential learners, so assignments which
allow them to participate in experiences
outside of a traditional academic setting can
deepen their understanding.
While their life experiences and respective
literary heroes may be different, Millennials
and Gen Z students share many attributes and
preferences. The most apparent may be their
affinity for technology. Whether they cut
their teeth on a Game Boy® or their parents’
smartphones, both generations thrive in classrooms where technology is effectively used.
Sometimes referred to as Digital Natives,
Gen Z students have had a daily diet of
technology for as long as they can remember.

Engaging Tech-Savvy Students
To reach students who are tech savvy and
cannot imagine life without their devices,
instructors should consider utilizing videos,
social media and other forms of technology
in their curriculum. Learning spaces which
support technology include the use of one or
more large presentation screens, and appropriate WiFi or network access.
Be mindful not to scrimp on electrical
outlets. Consider providing them in floors/
walls as well as in the furniture, via desktop
grommets or outlets in the arms of chairs. The
use of a student response system is an excellent
method to keep learners engaged. In these types
of systems, the instructor poses a question and
the students utilize a hand held “clicker” or
simply access an app on their mobile device
to submit an answer. As the responses are
received, a word cloud appears on the screen
creating a visual map of the answers.

Creating a World Without Borders
For today’s students, technology has provided a
world without borders. With a few mouse clicks,
they can connect with people in other countries
and cultures. And beyond being borderless,

their world tends to be color-blind and highly
diverse. Millennials embraced a Hogwarts world
where wizards communed with half-bloods
(those with only one wizard parent), muggles
(non-wizards), giants, and a trusted Headmaster,
Albus Dumbledore, who happens to be gay.
Generation Z, projected to be America’s last
generation with a Caucasian majority, grew up
with the children of the Hunger Games. The
story describes most inhabitants of District 11
and the key characters of Rue and Thresh as
African-American, while Cinna, the stylist and
confidant to Katniss, is played in the movies by
an African-American actor.
As mentioned earlier, today's students have
enjoyed a rich extracurricular life. After years
of collaborating as a part of sports leagues and
enrichment activities, most Millennials and Gen
Zs enjoy working in teams and making decisions
as part of a group. In a similar way, the community
at Hogwarts in the Harry Potter novels centers
on the teamwork and camaraderie found in the
four residence houses and their Quidditch teams;
Harry was a member of Gryffindor. Harry is also
inseparable from his friends Ron and Hermione,
with his ultimate victory against Voldemort
relying on their teamwork.

Two Great Brands Working Together to

Enhance Outdoor Places
800.448.7931 | Bike Racks - Madrax.com | Site Furnishings - thomas-steele.com
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Audix Performance Series Wireless
Whether you’re a vocalist, musician, performer or presenter, the Audix Performance Series
delivers the ease of setup and pure, accurate sound you’ve been waiting for in a wireless system.
The simple Scan and Sync process takes you from set up to performance within seconds.
Professional, durable and versatile, the Audix Performance Series offers multiple configurations
for handheld, lavalier, headworn and instrument microphones.

Available in two performance levels, the Audix Performance Series provides quality and feature
options at a price point that is unmatched in the market today. Learn more at audixusa.com.
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503.682.6933
©2017 Audix Corporation All Rights
Reserved. Audix and the Audix Logo are
trademarks of Audix Corporation.

Two Generations continued

Those of Generation Z grew up reading about
Katniss and the group of friends and supporters
who help her avoid losing the Hunger Games
and start a revolution.
With their penchant for teamwork, both
generations thrive in learning spaces that are
designed to encourage collaboration. When
outfitting these rooms, choose furnishings that
are flexible and mobile. Provide seating and
tables that include casters or wheels, to allow
students to easily move into small groups or
pairs for collaborative work. A table designed
for collaborating around a screen or monitor will
allow learners to harness the power of technology,
while sharing the ideas of each team member.

Flourishing in Self-Directed
and Collaborative Environments
Students in both generations prefer to be selfdirected when possible. Unlike earlier generations, their parents routinely ask their opinion
and accept their input when selecting vacation
spots, dinner plans and more. With this in
mind, consider allowing students to choose
their classroom seat when possible. Furnish
the space with a variety of ergonomic, interesting worksurfaces and chairs that includes a
mix of individual tables, team tables, conven-
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tional seating and softer lounge seating with a
residential feel.
As today’s learning spaces transition to
support these tech-savvy, collaborative learners,
the role of the instructor is changing as well.
Both Millennials and Generation Z members
respond well to active learning approaches, in
which the instructor plays the role of a facilitator
rather than a lecturer. The readers of both the
Harry Potter novels and The Hunger Games
trilogy grew up imagining teachers in the role of
mentor. Harry has Professor Dumbledore, who
guides him on his journey and generally makes
sure that when trouble rears its ugly head, Harry
is ready to take it on. Katniss relies on Haymitch
Abernathy, a former tribute and winner of the
Hunger Games. When sober, Haymitch serves
as an invaluable, albeit gruff, mentor who helps
Katniss survive. Both mentors resist the urge
to lecture and instead assist their protégés to
discover things on their own.
It’s important that mentors, or facilitators,
in 21st Century classrooms are provided with
furnishings which support their role of guiding
students. No longer the “sage on a stage” who
stands at the front of the room lecturing to
passive students, today’s facilitator is a “guide
on the side” who moves amongst the students

lending assistance when needed, while encouraging learners to lead themselves and each
other. Replace the static teachers desk with a
mobile, streamlined unit that the instructor
can easily move to the most appropriate spot
in the room. Similar to flexible student desks
or tables, these facilitator stations will allow
the room to be set and reset often to support
the activities of the moment.
Certainly, today’s learners are very different
from previous generations. Regardless if they
identify more closely with Harry or Katniss,
providing these students with technology-rich
learning spaces that are furnished with flexible,
mobile, comfortable solutions will ensure a
storybook ending for all.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Lisa Schmidt, LEED
AP BD+C, is the Learning Marketing Manager
for National Office Furniture. She is a LEED
AP BD+C Accredited Professional supporting the
U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED Green Building
Rating System. She manages National’s research
and marketing efforts for the Learning segment.
She can be reached at Lisa.Schmidt@NationalOfficeFurniture.com
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especially when talking about safety. That’s why National Sports Products,
a division of Douglas Industries, Inc. offers customized protective padding,
netting and windscreen . These products are designed to your standards –
we offer many options to choose from that will fit your indoor and outdoor
areas and provide the safety you need.

1-800-478-6497
A Division of Douglas Industries, Inc.
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HINIKER C-PLOW

Strength&Efficiency
HIGH-PERFORMANCE TRIP-EDGE PLOWS

The Hiniker C-Plow offers the heavy-duty performance
and strength of a conventional plow with the added
versatility of a high performance backdrag plow.
The C-Plow converts from conventional to backdrag
with the push of a button letting you remove more
snow from almost any location, quickly and easily.

▼

▼

An efficient time-saver
in driveways, parking
lots and loading docks.

Full-featured conventional plowing
with the C-Plow in PUSH position.

No One Offers a More Complete Line of Professional Plows:
V-Plows, C-Plows, Scoop Plows, Conventional Plows & Spreaders

HINIKER COMPANY 1-800-433-5620 • www.hiniker.com

HINIKER V-PLOW

VERSATILITY,

STRENGTH & CAPACITY
Top-quality design,
construction, and
components in a
contractor-duty plow.

Simple, reliable torsion-trip
edge provides independent
protection to each plow wing.

Convenient
Command of all
V-plow functions:
Scoop, Vee, Angle
Right, Angle Left,
Raise and Lower.

The high curve
corrosion-proof and
dent-resistant HDPE
plow surface reduces
friction for better
snow flow.

Super-bright quad halogen
headlights have up to
twice the power of sealed
beam lamps.

Wrap-around curb guards with
chrome-alloy wear-bars protect
from premature wear and damage.

Chrome-alloy wear-bars for
extended cutting edge life.

HINIKER COMPANY 1-800-433-5620 • www.hiniker.com
pupnmag.com

SNOW & ICE EQUIPMENT

Double-acting hydraulic
cylinders hold wings
securely in position, even
while backdragging.

The new Hiniker 9200 Series Torsion-Trip
V-Plows offer the versatility that only a
V-Plow can, along with the strength and
operator convenience that you’ve come to
expect from Hiniker.
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SAFETY SIGNAGE

Image courtesy of Knoll Inc. © Devon Banks Photography

FORMAN

ACTIVE LEARNING
CLASSROOM
by Kylie Roth

When the University of Pennsylvania School
of Engineering and Applied Sciences
set out to renovate its library stacks, the
project involved a complete rethinking of its
interior in order to realign the space with a
more contemporary pedagogy. Renovated
by Brooklyn-based architecture practice
Studio Modh to facilitate an active learning
environment for large groups of students,
the Forman Active Learning Classroom
uses simple but highly effective design
strategies that result in a room built to last.

Active Learning continued

Introducing New Functionality While
Celebrating the Original Architecture
The classroom sits within the historic Towne
Building on UPenn’s engineering campus, lined
on one wall by large windows that overlook the
stately red-brick Hayden Hall, the university’s
original dental school. Since generous amounts
of daylight flood the classroom through its
windows, the designers made sure their interventions would completely maintain the dimensions of the openings.
The classical vernacular of the building is
also evident in its marble wainscoting and
long corridors. While the existing space of the
Forman Active Learning classroom had been
previously divided into segments, the architects
restored it to its original undifferentiated form.
The unfragmented space echoes the original
engineering workshops of the early twentieth
century, continues the open atmosphere of the
adjacent corridor, and ties the new project to the
history of the site.

Fostering a Culture of Active Learning
“Finding the ‘unobserved artifact’ of a space
enables the design to amplify an inherent forgotten
or under‐utilized strength,” noted Brooklyn-based

architecture firm Studio Modh. The design thus
uses the simple dimensions of the original space
to create an environment of Active Learning, its
vastness allowing for a special configuration of
tables that can each seat nine people.
Funded by Richard D. Forman, a managing
partner at the Health Venture Group and an
alumnus of the Penn Engineering School, the
room seeks to revise notions of the traditional
lecture hall or schoolroom. “The traditional
classroom layout is outdated,” Forman said. “The
Active Learning Classroom is envisioned to be
a dynamic and engaging technology-enabled
classroom; it moves away from the traditional
lecture and lab model towards a collaborative
teaching environment.”
Active Learning promotes deep engagement
with learning materials and involves group
activities and in-class dialogue, an atmosphere
reminiscent of a banquet hall. “A key element of
Active Learning is that students work in groups
of three, situated at larger tables of six or nine for
larger problem‐solving,” the architects explain.
“This numerical distribution is one that has
been carefully studied so as to maximize social
interaction, enhance learning, and encourage
problem solving.”

Not Just a Classroom
Despite the specific pedagogical goals set forth
by the engineering school, the designers were
determined to create a space that could be
utilized for a range of programs outside daily
class time. “A big challenge is not allowing
specificity of the task to overwhelm the ability
to create a good interior,” said Philip Ryan of
Studio Modh. “Other Active Learning classrooms I visited, you walk in and say, ‘Oh, it’s
a class.’ We wanted to create a space with latent
use that could be used in a more open, complicated way.”
Part of the task of designing the classroom
was making sure it was not limited to its
definition. “Early on, the group emphasized the
need to create a space that would not feel like an
‘empty classroom’ when not in use,” the architects noted. “Instead, the group sought to create
a dignified space that would encourage informal
student use as well as enable the school to hold
large scale events and meetings. Thus, flexibility
without losing sight of dignity was important.”

Furniture Follows Function
The architects chose select products from a
well-known company or their universality,

Promote Wellness on Campus
Over 300 universities and colleges
use MicroFit software and integrated
testing equipment to assess the fitness
and wellness of their students, faculty
and staff. They use it in:
• Recreation and Fitness Centers
• Health & Kinesiology Classes
• Faculty/Staff Wellness Programs
• Community Wellness Programs

800-822-0405
sales@MicroFit.com
www.MicroFit.com
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timelessness, and quality construction. MultiGeneration by Knoll® chairs were chosen for
the classroom for their “ergonomic, understandable” appearance, a design with “nothing
superfluous.” The sleek form of the chair suitably
addressed the challenges that resulted from the
long, narrow dimensions of the space.
“The MultiGeneration chairs were the ideal
balance of quality, clarity, and comfort,” the
architects said. “The chrome legs added a subtle
degree of refinement and the color palette fit
within the developing gray, white, and navy
aesthetic that the team was arriving at for other
materials.”
“In design, details matter, and this is especially
true in Active Learning classrooms, where shape
and scale affect the kinds of collaborations that
students will have,” they elaborated. “If you can
see your partner in your peripheral vision, you’re
more likely to engage with them and collaborate. A round table shape is thought to create
more distance because of its width.”
For the worksurfaces, Studio Modh worked
with the company to create custom Dividends
Horizon® tables with elliptical table tops after
conducting several studies of sightlines and

pupnmag.com

body language. The special leg configuration
of the tables allows the chairs to move around
freely while preventing “knee bumping”—a
subtle but critical factor in the design of an
Active Learning environment, in which students
must frequently maneuver around tables during
group activities.

Tailored Technology,
Directed Daylight
After the layout and dimensions of the tables
were settled upon, the architects extrapolated
the remaining design decisions. LCD televisions, projectors, and screens were positioned
to optimize the sightlines of students sitting
at desks. Fitted into “active walls,” they can be
removed or hidden from view when not in use.
“We used custom trays and recessed the televisions into the wall so that technology wasn’t part
of the aesthetic unless it was needed—all adding
to the versatility of the space,” noted Ryan.
As most of the infrastructure was integrated
into the ceiling, Studio Modh worked to
quieten the visual impact of the technological
elements, through choices in color, material,
and placement. “Lighting, sensors, cameras, and

speakers were carefully managed and organized
to ensure they did not impede the visual clarity
of the large pitched ceiling plane,” the architects
noted. “This plane also reflected indirect light
into the tables furthest from the windows.”

Mobility and Material
Studio Modh chose Scribe® mobile markerboards to include in the classroom as complements to the 1200 square feet of magnetized
whiteboard wall space. Since one end of the
room is dominated by large windows, Scribe
became the perfect fit, in its flexibility and
mobility. While the color palette and aesthetics
of Scribe match the muted tones and blue
accents of the space, they can also be easily
stored out of sight, in specially-sized closets at
either end of the room.
Scribe was just one means of creating a
dynamic interplay of three-dimensional and flat
surfaces within the room. Considering colors
and textures, the architects selected a “quiet
but durable” set of materials that continues the
minimal elegance of the marble dados at the
classroom’s entrance. The ceiling is comprised
of an acoustic plaster, punctured at regular
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intervals by deep blue recesses for the hanging
projectors. The walls similarly alternate between
white glass boards, televisions screens, and
painted sheet rock. The stone tiles at the entrances
of the classroom ease students’ transition into the
busy corridor, while the two-toned finishes of
the Dividends Horizon table tops round out the
palette of the entire room.

Smooth SAILing With
Heightened Student Engagement
“We really try to shape the space around the
particular needs of the client,” Ryan explained
to his partners in design. In this case, the specific
requirements of UPenn’s SAIL (Structured,
Active, In-Class Learning Program) initiative
determined not only the architecture of the

room, but its furniture and technology as well.
The result is an immersive environment that is
undeniably conducive to engaged, participatory
work, an answer to the clients’ philosophy of
learning-by-doing. The thoughtful design of the
classroom has made it a frequently used space
of instruction and learning for professors and
students alike, uniquely suited to accommodate
small clusters in classes with sizeable enrollment
numbers. The Active Learning environment
has proved so successful that the university has
initiated the construction of a second classroom,
with potentially more in the years to come.

A Second Life After Hours
The bespoke nature of the design did not
preclude it from transcending its status as a
classroom. The decision to restore the space to
its original dimensions makes it an ideal venue
for lecture, panels, and events that take place in
the evening, wherein the company’s MultiGeneration chairs can be easily rearranged as seating
for audiences.
Similarly, the robust technological amenities
of the room permit its use for multimedia
presentations and screenings. Even when not
booked for special events, the space is often
buzzing with students in informal study groups,
using the afterglow of active learning to tackle
their reading and problem sets together.

In Dialogue with a
Historic Building Envelope
Studio Modh was careful about retaining the
integrity of the neoclassical engineering building
while simultaneously introducing unprecedented functionality to the classroom. When
new technology was inserted, the designers
invoked effective aesthetic flourishes: “projectors,
required to be exposed and suspended from the
ceiling, are visually absorbed within sculptural
dark forms.” The juxtaposition continues with
the keen selection, each product injecting a
distinct modernity to the room, while echoing
the palette and sophistication of the original
space. “Furniture is in conversation with the
architecture,” Ryan said. “No less and no more.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Kylie Roth is Senior
Director of Research at Knoll. In her role,
she spearheads the firm’s research programs,
focusing on the connection between design, the
quality of the user experience and organizational
outcomes. Research findings are translated into
effective planning strategies and product development opportunities.
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PORTABLE PROTECTION
for securing our future generations.

Garrett believes students
should focus on their
education while at school,
not their own safety.
When it comes to graduation ceremonies, sports
contests, and other special events, Garrett walkthrough detectors can provide the flexibility your
security team needs:
• Optional caster set enables full mobility for
rapid deployment.
• Optional battery modules for 10 hours of
continuous operation without the need for
power cables or other wiring.

Trust the expertise of
Garrett Metal Detectors.

Garrett PD 6500i
walk-through
metal detector
with NEW caster
set accessory.

®

garrett.com • 800.234.6151 • 1.972.494.6151

Service has a
new name: Wanda
Wanda is a cleaning shift supervisor at a prestigious
university, but keeping things clean is only a small part of
the value she brings to her residence halls. Recently, a
senior named Sarah wrote to tell us just how important
Wanda was to her, as a friend and as a partner when
Sarah became a residence advisor.
“I met Ms. Wanda on my first day as a freshman…
She is one of the most genuinely kind and
caring individuals I have ever met and she has
brought joy to so many lives. She never shies
away from hard work and always goes the
extra mile to help me and the thousands
of other residents whose lives she has
changed…She has been a significant
part of my success.”
For Wanda, her job is more than
just the task at hand -- it’s a
personal connection to the
people she helps every day.

Who takes care of
your facilities?

Visit cwservices.com/pupn to
download our free article on
rationalizing the cost of maintenance.

cwservices.com
JANITORIAL • MAINTENANCE • CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTS • LANDSCAPING • OFFICE & MAILROOM

4290 Hwy 52 Suite G
Helena, AL 35080

The Power
to Outperform
Your lighting investment just got
smarter, easier and better.
Revolution Lighting products are second to none.
We work with you to get to the best solution, no matter
how simple or complex your lighting challenges may be.

Memory Dimmable LED Tube
Eliminate external dimming controls with our allplastic, Memory-Dimmable T8 LED tube lamp,
featuring a unique internal dimming function.
The Memory-Dimmable tube lamp uses any
ordinary on-off switch, avoiding the wiring or
dimmer incompatibilities often encountered
with LED lighting upgrades. Simply switch on
the lamps, turn them off when they reach the
desired brightness, then switch them back on
to return to the same brightness. On, off, on,
and these tube lamps remember the brightness
level you want.
• No control switches required
• Unique 10-100% memory dimming
• 3X greater lamp life than fluorescent
• 58,000-hour lamp life reduces long-term
maintenance costs
• Instant on, no warm-up time
• 10-year warranty

877.578.2536 | rvlti.com

